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Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny appeared in court via video link Wednesday for the
start of hearings into complaints against conditions at his penal colony.

Navalny, 44, was jailed in February and is serving two-and-a-half years at a facility outside
Moscow on old fraud charges he says are politically motivated.

His detention, which came months after he survived a near-fatal poisoning attack, was met
with sharp condemnation from Western countries which slapped fresh sanctions on the
Kremlin in response. 

The complaints heard Wednesday center around Navalny's claims that prison authorities are
refusing to provide him with books sent to him by relatives, including the Quran, and that
they are censoring newspapers he receives. 

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/author/afp-2


"It's a bizarre situation," Navalny said according to an AFP journalist in the court in Petushki,
125 kilometers east of Moscow. 

"I would like to be given the books that were sent to me," he added.

Related article: In Declaring Navalny Extremist, Russia Has Crossed a New Rubicon

Navalny was shown in the Petushki courtroom wearing dark prison attire, with hunched
shoulders and was less combative Wednesday than in previous hearing in the lead up to his
jailing in February.

Last month he ended a 24-day hunger strike initiated to protest a lack of medical attention at
what is considered to be one of Russia's most harsh prison facilities.

Navalny said he had only been able to obtain a copy of the Quran after he was transferred in
April to a prison hospital, where he had received medical attention after announcing the
hunger strike. 

He also complained in court Wednesday that newspapers he had received in prison appeared
to have had articles removed from them with scissors.

Since Navalny's arrest in February, authorities have moved to dismantle his nationwide
political offices and anti-corruption organization by branding them extremist or terror
groups.

The move has been seen as part of efforts to shield the increasingly unpopular ruling United
Russia party from real competition ahead of parliamentary elections in September.
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